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SDAA Update
SDAA is now actively using online facilities like Zoom and YouTube to provide access to
club meetings and special events.  While our public outreach events have restarted in some 
San Diego County facilities, most events in city owned facilities are still undergoing review. 

Public outreach events have restarted at The Lipp telescope. The Lipp hosts will limit the 
amount of  people inside the observatory when the telescope is operational. Please observe 
masking and social distancing guidelines if  you are unvaccinated. 

As the pandemic remains a part of  our lives, please continue to observe safe practice guide-
lines while at TDS.   

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/embed?src=g-calendar@sdaa.org&ctz=America/Los_Link to Outreach Calendar

https://sdaa28.wildapricot.org/SDAA-Store

 Program Meeting June 15th
Topic:  SDAA Trivia Contest. Be prepared for mind twisting questions on astronomy, 
history, and SDAA lore.

You can register in advance for the meeting at the following link. After registering, you 
will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting. 
You may be required to log in with a Zoom login and password in order to attend the 
meeting.

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89298162225?pwd=TVZsTTg3dzRXcER
DY0tXeHErVXArQT09

Link to SDAA Merchandise Store

Great SDAA

Trivia 
Night

https://www.sdaa.org/
http://www.sdaa.org
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/embed?src=g-calendar@sdaa.org&ctz=America/Los_
https://sdaa28.wildapricot.org/SDAA-Store
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89298162225?pwd=TVZsTTg3dzRXcERDY0tXeHErVXArQT09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89298162225?pwd=TVZsTTg3dzRXcERDY0tXeHErVXArQT09
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San Diego Astronomy Association Board of Directors Meeting 
May 10, 2022 – Unapproved and subject to revision 

 
1. Call to Order 

The meeting was held via Zoom and was called to order at 7:03pm with the following board members in 
attendance: Dave Wood, President; Kin Searcy, Vice President; Melany Biendara, Treasurer; Gene 
Burch, Recording Secretary; Alicia Linder, Corresponding Secretary; Hiro Hakozaki, Director; Dave 
Decker, Director; Mike Chasin, Director; Gracie Schutze, Director; Steve Myers, Primary Grid 
Reconstruction Chairperson, Ben Grunbaum, Site Maintenance Chairperson; Dan Kiser, JSF Committee 
Chairperson. 

 
2. Approval of Last Meeting Minutes 
 The April meeting minutes were approved. 
 
3.  Treasurers & Membership Report 

The treasurer’s report was approved.  Mel is still trying to recover the $5,000 from Chase Bank, who 
cashed a fraudulent check on our account and is still refusing to reimburse the club.  We have an 
attorney who has offered to review the case and may be able to help out.  We also have an attorney 
who helped renew our JSF trademark for only the cost of the trademark itself, which saved us a 
significant amount of money.  Still trying to figure out why our SDGE bills have skyrocketed.   Mel is also 
working on next year’s budget and will schedule the budget meeting soon.   
 

4. Standard Reports 
a. Site Maintenance Report: 

Ben reported the only issue of note is that dirt has accumulated against the east side of the 
warming room and is probably causing damage to the siding.  He’ll try to remove the dirt during 
our spring clean-up and assess what, if any damage has occurred.  He still hasn’t heard back 
from SDGE about clearing the brush under/near the power lines on the TDS property.  Ben is 
going to send out reminders (email, social media and club calendars) for the clean-up which is 
scheduled for June 4th.  Mike Chasin reported that people are still leaving the power on and not 
properly securing the locks at TDS. 
 

 b. Observatory/Loaner Scope Report:   
Observatory: 
Observatory has been running well.  We have excellent host participation.  The last two star 
parties were sparsely attended – attributing to the weather.  Filled the 2022 host schedule 
through August.  Volunteers have been very good. 
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Loaner Scopes: 
▪ 2 scopes currently loaned out (Orion XT10i and Coulter 10") 

both due back in this month. 
I'll coordinate with the lessees to return the scopes May 21 or 28, weather permitting. 

• Bushnell Voyager 8" Dob (SDAA 028) needs some TLC before it can be loaned out: new 
feet for the ground board, and the mirror needs to be washed.  I'd like to add a Telrad 
base and use one of the existing Telrads as needed and rotate around the fleet. 

• Orion AstroView 6" beginner astrophotography rig (SDAA 027) is ready to loan out, with 
the caveat that it hasn't been fully tested for photography.  I've reached out to Kevin to 
ask if he would mention availability of SDAA 027 in ASIG meetings; I'd like to have an 
experienced astrophotographer try it out one night to make sure it's fully ready. 

• SDAA 029 (iOptron SkyGuider Pro) added to the loaner fleet.  Tested at Texas Star Party 
with a small scope (60mm H-alpha telescope) and a DSLR (Canon R6 with 24-70mm f/2.8 
lens).  Performed beautifully.  This loaner was enabled by a generous donation from 
member Mike John who provided the CG-5 tripod I adapted to fit the iOptron mount.  

• Sorting and cleanup of the big box of eyepieces in the shed - I plan to do this on my next 
visit to TDS this month. 

• 90mm Meade achromat on Orion Astroview mount (needs tube rings and Telrad) 
 

c.       Private Pad Report:   
Almost caught up.  We just transferred 2 pads and are working on a third and we also re-
executed the lease for Pad 9 updating it to the most recent lease version and adding a second 
lessee.  I’m down to 6 people on the waiting list (and only one of them looking to change pads) 
and after all of the transfers, there will be 8 available pads but 4 of them are the most impacted 
by light trespass from the south.  Note that I am going to come up with a plan to clean up Pad 
43.  It is in a great location, but access is currently dangerous due to cactus encroachment which 
is why I think people have been reluctant to lease it. 
 

 d. Program Meetings Report: 
Kin is still waiting for confirmation about a speaker for our June meeting. Everyone seems to be 
avoiding June.  No resolution on the conditions for in-person meetings at MTRP.  We will have to 
pay for security, as expected, and there are issues about the night of the week.  Kin is continuing 
to work on this. 
 

 e. AISIG Report:  
 April Recap: It was a pleasure to welcome Daniel Parrot from Tycho Tracker to demonstrate his 

software for asteroid and NEO detection. We had 12 attendees for the program, and it was nice 
meeting the AISIG group and fellow members.  This Month: still working to confirm May’s 
speaker, will send out the info to the Groups.io email when details are locked in for this month. 
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Updates - I've put together a quick survey in Google Forms to send out to AISIG members. It'll be 
a great opportunity to get to know the group better and hear everyone's feedback on topics like 
meeting format, types of content and speakers, etc. I plan to send it along with the May speaker 
info, target date this week. 

 
 f. Newsletter Report:   
  As always, the newsletter looks great – Thanks, Andrea! 

  
 g. Website Report:   
  No Report 
 
 h. Social Media:   
  No report 
 

i. Outreach Report:  
Below is a summary of outreach event participation with numbers for April and for YTD:  
 
 

2022 APRIL YTD 
Events Completed 11 28 
Events Cancelled 3 13 
Total Attendance 499 2158 

 
 
In April, Dennis Ammann handled 3 special events alone, two in Agua Caliente and one at 
Potrero County Park. These were events that otherwise were in conflict with a calendared 
outreach program or were last minute requests for assistance. These three events added 95 
patrons to our monthly total of attendees! Thank you Dennis! 
 
Also, we set up the Starmaster scope at TDS on 2 evenings during April, gaining experience with 
managing this asset and introducing it to various members and guests.   

 
 j. TARO Report:  

TARO is operational and is accepting DSO/EXO target imaging requests, weather permitting  
  
 k. Cruzen Report:   

Gene is still looking for some help with the training and he will keep the schedule.  Steve offered 
to help and they will meet in June. 
  

 l. Merchandise Report:   
No sales this month.  Alicia mentioned that it would be good to have SDAA decals or license 
plate frames.  All agreed and Gene will do some research. 
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 m. Astronomical League Report:   
 Nothing new to report. 

 
 n. JSF Report:  

Dan Kiser reported that things are on track for JSF and the only possible concern at this time is 
whether or not the Palomar Observatory will be open for public tours (due to Covid).  We will 
offer full refunds if the tour has to be cancelled. 

 
o.  Primary Grid Reconstruction Report  

Steve is continuing to work on the plan to update the electrical grid.  A major concern is the 
timing of the project and whether we should do it all at once to save money or break it down 
into sections to minimize the impact to those who use TDS. 
 

5. Old Business:  
Bank Fraud Update – See Treasurer Report    Biendara 
SDGE – still trying to figure out why our bills are so high  Biendara 
Spring Clean-up Planning – planned for June 4th   Grunbaum 
Other Old Business – Light intrusion is still a problem 

  
6.  New Business: 

Electrical Grid Committee (see Steve’s report)   Wood 
Lipp Warming Room Maintenance (see site maintenance report) Wood 
Budget Meeting Prep - Mel will schedule    Biendara   
Other New Business - none 

   
7. Adjournment:  The meeting was adjourned at 8:41pm. 
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For observers in the middle 
northern latitudes, this chart 
is suitable for early June 
at 11:30 p.m. or late June 
near 10:30 p.m.

The Ecliptic represents
the plane of the solar 
system. The sun, the moon, 
and the major planets all lie on or 
near this imaginary line in the sky. Relative size of the full moon.

The stars plotted represent those which 
can be seen from areas suffering 

from moderate light pollution. 
In larger cities, less than 

100 stars are visible, 
while from dark,
rural areas well 

over ten times 
that amount 

are found.

Navigating the June night sky: Simply start with what you know or with what you can easily Þnd.
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Astronomical League  www.astroleague.org/outreach; duplication is allowed and encouraged for all free distribution.

Relative sizes
 and distances 
in the sky can 

be deceiving. For 
instance, 360 "full 

moons" can be placed 
side by side, extending from 

horizon to horizon.

Navigating the June Night Sky

Binocular Highlights
A: Between Denebola and the tip of the Big Dipper's handle, lie the stars of the Coma Berenices Star Cluster.
B: Between the bright stars of Antares and Altair, hides an area containing many star clusters and nebulae.
C: 40% of the way between Altair and Vega, twinkles the "Coathanger," a group of stars outlining a coathanger.
D. Sweep along the Milky Way for an astounding number of faint glows and dark bays.

Regulus

Antares

Zubenelgenubi – nice 

binocular double star

Mizar/Alcor – nice 
binocular double star

Omega Scorpii – nice 

binocular double star

+

Spring Triangle
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of Hercules

The 
Northern 

Crown

Numerous 
star clusters 
and nebulae

Coma 
Berenices 

Star Cluster

Extend a line north from the two stars at the tip of the Big Dipper's bowl. It passes by Polaris, the North Star.
Draw another line in the opposite direction. It strikes the constellation Leo high in the west.
Follow the arc of the Dipper's handle. It Þrst intersects Arcturus, the brightest star in the June evening sky, then Spica. 
Arcturus, Spica, and Denebola form the Spring Triangle, a large equilateral triangle.
To the northeast of Arcturus shines another star of the same brightness, Vega. Draw a line from Arcturus to Vega. It Þrst meets 
"The Northern Crown," then the "Keystone of Hercules." A dark sky is needed to see these two dim stellar conÞgurations.
High in the east are the three bright stars of the Summer Triangle: Vega, Altair, and Deneb.

The Summer
Triangle

Scorpius

Coathanger
Cluster

M44
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Navegando por el cielo nocturno de Junio

Puntos destacados con binoculares
A: Mira alto en el este para ver el cúmulo de estrellas perdidas de Cabellera de Berenice. B: Entre las brillantes 
estrellas de Antares y Altair, se esconde un área que contiene muchos cúmulos de estrellas y nebulosas. C: El 
40% del camino entre Altair y Vega, centellea el "Colgador", un grupo de estrellas que describe un perchero. D. 
Barrer a lo largo de la Vía Láctea para obtener una cantidad asombrosa de brillos tenues y bahías oscuras.

Antares

Zubenelgenubi – buena 

estrella doble para binoculares

M
izar/Alcor – 

buena estrella doble 

para binoculares

Omega Scorpii – buena 

estrella doble para binoculares

+
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a 
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a

Haz una línea hacia el norte desde las dos estrellas en la punta de la Osa Mayor. Pasa por Polaris, la estrella polar.
Directamente debajo del tazón de la Osa Mayor se encuentra Leo con su estrella principal, Régulo.
Siga el arco del mango del tazón de la Osa Mayor. Primero cruza Arturo, luego continúa hacia Espiga, luego Cuervo.
Arturo, Espiga y Denébola forman el triángulo de primavera, un gran triángulo equilátero.
Dibuja una línea desde Arturo a Vega. Un tercio del camino se encuentra "La Corona del Norte". Dos tercios de esa distancia 
llevan a la "piedra angular de HŽrcules." Se necesita un cielo oscuro para ver estas dos conÞguraciones estelares tenues.
En lo alto del este se encuentran las tres estrellas brillantes del Triángulo de verano: Vega, Altair y Deneb.
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Para los observadores en 
latitudes medias del Hemisferio 
Norte, esta Mapa del Cielo es 
adecuada para principios 
de Junio a las 11:30 p.m. 
o Þnales de Junio 
cerca de 
las 10:30 p.m.

Las estrellas trazadas representan las que se 
pueden ver desde las áreas que sufren 

de contaminación Luminica 
Moderada. En ciudades 
grandes, menos de 100 

estrellas son visibles, 
mientras que desde la 

oscuridad de las 
zonas rurales más de 

diez veces esa 
cantidad se 
encuentran.

Tamaños 
relativos y 

distanciasen 
el cielo puede

ser engañoso. Por
ejemplo, 360 "lunas 

llenas" pueden ser 
colocadas lado a lado, 

extendiéndose de 
horizonte a horizonte.

Tamaño relativo de la luna llena.

La Linea de la Eclíptica 
representa el plano del 
sistema solar. El sol, la luna, 
y los planetas principales se 
encuentran en o cerca de esta 
línea imaginaria en el cielo.

Navegando por el cielo nocturno: simplemente comience con lo que sabe o con lo que puede encontrar fácilmente.

Liga Astronómica  www.astroleague.org/outreach; Duplicación permitida y fomentada para toda distribución gratuita

Numerosos 
cúmulos de 

estrellas y 
nebulosas

Traducción al español por Dr. Salvador Aguirre

D

M8M8

Luna Junio 3, 30

M44
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How to Þnd "La Superba"

A. Find Zeta Ursae Majoris – also called Mizar –
the next star to the end of the Big Dipper's handle.
B. Locate Cor Caroli, Alpha Canum Venaticorum, 
near the center of the handle's curvature.
C. Find 4.2 magnitude Beta to Alpha's northwest.
D. Draw a line between Zeta and Beta.
E. About 3/4 along this line shines La Superba.

Physical Characteristics:
Distance: 760 light-years
Radius: 350 suns; 3.3 AU 
(past the orbit of Mars)
Temperature: 5000 F 
(sun = 10,000 F
Luminosity: 6200 suns

Appearance in binoculars or a telescope:
1. betweeen 4.8 and 6.3 magnitude
2. Redder than Betelgeuse.

A Springtime Attraction: 
La Superba!

A beautiful, very red star
also known as Y Canum Venaticorum, AL Carbon Star 55

Practice star hopping and triangulation ...

B

A

La Superba

C

How bright 
and how red 
is La Superba 
to you?

D
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Another Look 
Dave Phelps, June 2022 
 
June 1 moon 2 days old, new moon June 29, full moon June 14 

Strawberry Moon.  Other native names are Berries Ripen Moon, Green Corn Moon, and Hot Moon. The Celtic names are Mead 
Moon, Horse Moon, Dyan Moon, and Rose Moon. Other English names are Flower Moon and Planting Moon. 

I went with a troop of Boy Scouts to Calico Ghost Town some years ago back when it was owned by Knott’s Berry Farm.  We 
went to explore the town, have a camp out nearby and work on their Astronomy Merit Badges.  What I remember most about 
the night was Polaris.  The sky was so clear that its 9th magnitude companion was brilliant as were the ring of stars surrounding 
our North Star.  The boys earned their badge successfully and I had a great time showing off bright double stars, nebula, and 
galaxies. 

Polaris has as long a history as any object in the sky.  It has history in Greece, Mesopotamia, India, Southeast Asia, Australia, 
New Zealand and of course all over the Pacific Islands.  Polaris as a name was coined in the Renaissance, but our modern version 
of the constellation of Ursa Minor was first included in Ptolemy’s Almagest. Scientifically speaking, Polaris is a Cepheid variable 
and near it is Beta β Ursa Minoris, named Kochab, an orange giant that has fallen off the main sequence.  Kochab has a planet 
orbiting it.  Three other stars in Ursa Minor also have planets.   

There are not too many deep sky objects in Ursa Minor.  The only one I’ve looked for is NGC 6217, because it’s listed as a 
starburst galaxy, and I was looking for those bright knots in the spiral arms. 

 

 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b6/Draco_IAU.svg One card from Urania's Mirror 

Wrapping around Ursa Minor is Draco. There are three main stories about Draco that have come down through the years.  In 
one, the Greeks have him fighting the gods and losing.  Athena throws him into the sky in retaliation and he ends up twisting 
around himself. 

Eratosthenes depicted Draco as Ladon, the dragon the goddess Hera tasked with guarding the golden apples of the Hesperides, 
who are nymphs of the evening or maybe sunset.  Hercules defeated Ladon when he went to steal the apples.  Hera honored 
his service by placing him into the heavens after Hercules killed him.    

Tangentially, I have a theory.  Suppose the golden apples were oranges, maybe a little easier to grow in the climate around 
Turkey at that time.  Imagine Hercules as those ancient mariners who skipped along the islands in the Aegean exploring the 
world and investigating new lands and ports-a-call.  They planned to steal orange trees and then return home in one piece. 
Perhaps Draco is the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles, two extremely twisted and narrow waterways guarding Turkey on the 
north and the south.   Be they thieves, smugglers, or traders, it was ancient free enterprise at its finest. 

Although the Arabs knew the Greeks description of Draco as a serpent, the Arabic theme for this constellation was a herd of 
camels. The stars Beta β (Alwaid), Gamma γ (Etamin), Nu ν (Kuma and Xi χ (Grumium)  in the Head of the Dragon represent 
four mother camels protecting a baby camel from the attack of two hyenas,  (Εta η and Ζeta ζ (Nodus 1). The nomads’ camp is 
located nearby (the three unnamed stars in the neck of the Dragon: Epsilon υ, Tau τ, and Sigma σ). Nodus 1 – Constellations 
of Words 

There are a couple of interesting objects in Draco.  Right next to Omega ω is Gliese 687.  Gliese was a German astronomer 
whose first catalog was of nearby stars within 20 parsecs. There have been two subsequent editions since extending the distance 
out to 25 parsecs.  G687 is small, red and 9th magnitude It seems to be sitting right on top of Omega ω.  If you center Ω in 
your telrad, G687 will be at about PA 180 near the inner ring.  G 687 also has two planets that are Uranus size (?) that you 
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won’t see.  Close to G687 is the North Ecliptic Pole. The NEP is of interest because NGC 6543, the Cat’s Eye nebula is sitting 
almost right on top of it.  Some awful spectacular images of the Cat’s Eye have been made but I have only seen a bluish-
greenish blob.  They tell me the core is 20’’ across and maybe the right filtering on a bigger telescope will bring out some of the 
outer shell. 

A last image to look at in Draco this month is up by M81/M82.  NGC 3147 is a nice 10th magnitude face on spiral about 4’ across.  
It’s been cataloged as a Seyfert galaxy with an active nucleus.  I don’t remember any details about it, but the pictures show me 
a bright, condensed nucleus.  Any takers? 

“The Pyramids on the Giza Plateau were designed to have one side facing north, with an entrance passage 
geometrically aligned so that Thuban or Draconis would be visible at night.  At the time the Great Pyramid 
was built, one of the shafts aimed toward the star that was then closest to the north celestial pole. The other 
aimed at the Belt of Orion, one of the brightest and most impressive constellations. The Egyptians described 
these stars as "imperishable" or "undying." The pharaoh of the time expected that when he died, he would 
join not only with the Sun, but with Thuban as well - maintaining order in the celestial realm, just as he had 
on Earth.”   
https://www.gshpa.org/content/dam/girlscouts-gshpa/documents/girl-scouts-at-home/constellation-
discovery/Draco.pdf 

Not all scientists and archaeologists agree with that last passage.  It does seem a little complex.  For an alternative discussion 
click on the hyperlink to an article from Astronomy Magazine: “Are the Egyptian pyramids aligned with the stars? - 
Astronomy …” 

Back in the second century, Ptolemy compiled his Almagest of 48 constellations. 
Ptolemy lived in Alexandria, about 31 degrees north latitude, just a little lower 
than Southern California.  How did he compile all the stars of and name the 
constellation of the Centaur? Was he far enough south? Still the Almagest was 
the Astronomy reference up till and past the time of Copernicus. 
(Kentauren_1602_-_Skoklosters_slott_-_102438.gif (1200×996) 
(universetoday.com))   

Sometime, back in the 80’s during early spring around midnight I took my 
binoculars to Black Star Canyon road to check out the seeing.  I had forever 
been searching the Thomas Guides for back roads that might lead me to close-
in observing sites.  Considering that I was in the middle of the Orange County 
light dome, the seeing was pretty good and the sky darkness also pretty okay.  
I remember that evening because it got so cold that the dew froze on my 
windshield and mostly because I saw Omega Centauri and Centaurus A in 
the same field. My binoculars are an old pair of Tasco wide field 7xs50’s that 
I picked up back in the 60’s.  What impressed me most about them was 
that I could see the entire constellation of Lyra in my eyepiece.  So, now its 
your turn. 

Cataloged by Bayer as a star and visible to us at 4th magnitude, Omega is claimed by Burnham and echoed by Herschel and 
others to be the finest Globular Cluster in the sky.  It has been written about and studied extensively with descriptions of its 
large population of RR Lyrae variables used to determine its distance and its own H-R Diagram to map its stellar population. 
Omega is low to the southern horizon for us, rising to about 10 degrees at its highest.  Near the end of June, it will transit 
between 9 and 10 pm.   

About 5 degrees north of Omega and in the same binocular field is 6th magnitude Centaurus A, disrespectfully called the 
Hamburger Galaxy, also number 77 on Patrick’s Caldwell list and listed as NGC 5128. 

Much has been written about it but most recently it seems that it’s an elliptical that has undergone or is undergoing a collision 
with another galaxy.  Details aside, it is a magnificent object to observe and along with its companion are challengers for nearest 
spectacular celestial companions. 

Centaurus is no slug in the galaxy department either. Abell 3526, the Centaurus galaxy cluster, has hundreds of galaxies of all 
types and sizes.  The brightest member of the cluster, I think, is NGC 4696 a 11th magnitude but if you want a bit of a challenge 
and maybe a telescope with a few extra inches look for NGC 4622, a 12-13th magnitude RING galaxy not too distant from 
N4696. It is round at 2’x2’; now that you know what to look for, perhaps you will glimpse the ring.  Check out APOD, they have 
terrific images. 

I’ve never been to the Winter Star Party on the Florida Keys, nor to Cabo San Lucas in Baja California.  However, if I ever get 
down there, the first thing I will look at is the Southern Cross.  The first thing I will point my telescope at is Alpha α Centauri.  
Alpha is, as you know, a multiple star system that is closest to us.   

Centaurus, as depicted on a globe created by 
Gullielmus Janssonius Blaeu (1602), 
photographed at Skokloster Castle in 

Stockholm, Sweden. 
Credit: Wikipedia Commons/Erik Lernestål 

Thank you universetoday.com 
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Alpha’s name is Rigel Kentaurus meaning foot of hoof of the Centaur.  Alpha Centauri B’s 
name is Toliman, derived from the Arabic the meaning is “the two male Ostriches”.  This 
makes a little more sense when we realize that the original name for both stars was Toliman, 
making a very closely matched small telescopic double.  Rigel Kentaurus came later. The 
third member, as you know, is Proxima and is determined to be the closest to us of the three 
stars.  A, B, and C Centauri are gravitationally bound. At 0 and 1 magnitude A and B are 
about 8’ of arc apart per Burnham - so easily split.  Proxima, however, is 2 degrees from the 
two and 11th magnitude, easy to spot in your 12 inch but harder to identify.   

As long as we’re looking at doubles from the tip of Baja, let’s look at Beta β Centauri, Hadar. 
Hadar has a multitude of meanings from knee to spear carrier. It forms a largish double with 
Alpha some 4.5 degrees distant.  Hadar is also a multiple star system whose 4th magnitude 
companion is probably too close for anything but professional instruments at this moment 
in its orbit.  Of historical significance, Alpha and Beta were instrumental as navigation stars 
to the south pacific islanders whose ocean travel between islands in dugout canoes is the 
stuff of legends. 

 
Boötes as depicted in Uranis’s Mirror - a set of constellation cards 
published in London c.1825. 
 
In his left hand he holds his hunting dogs, Canes Venatici. Below 
them is the constellation Coma Berenices. Above the head of 
Boötes is Quadrans Muralis, now obsolete, but which lives on as 
the name of the early January Quadratic meteor shower. Mons 
Maenalus can be seen at his feet. 
 
Https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bo%C3%B6tes 
Copied from Wikipedia.org 

 
Bootes is an ancient constellation with mythic references to the Greek gods Zeus and Callisto to the more modern interpretation 
of a plowman.  His nearness to Ursa Major adds to his story.  In England and many other countries, the Big Dipper is not a bear 
but a plow. Ergo, the Plowman and the Plow. 

The Greek story about Bootes is not only a little gory but complicated by alternative references. In brief, the ancient name for 
the constellation was Arcas.  Arcas was famed as a hunter and his mother, Callisto, was changed into a bear by one of the gods, 
either Hera or Artemis, and thus we have a hunter holding a spear chasing a bear around the heavens for eternity.  There are 
references that go as far back as Mesopotamia depicting Bootes as a hunter.  Ptolemy settled on a Herdsman in his Almagest 
using the name Bootes, whose meaning is derived from older words meaning Herdsman or Plowman.  The stars in Bootes lend 
flavor to the legend.  Arcturus is old, its name going back to 700 BCE.  Originally, it was thought to mean Guardian, with the 
bear added to the story later.  The next star up to the left is 2nd magnitude Izar, Epsilon ε Bootis. Epsilon is a double star system 
with some interesting science.  It is also one of the finest telescopic binaries in the sky.  The separate magnitudes are 2nd and 
5th, and they are separated by 3” of arc. Epsilon A is bright orangeish or yellowish and its companion blue, though the colors 
are subtle. Back in the 19th century Friedrich Struve named Izar “Pulcherrima”, Latin for “the loveliest”.  Currently we translate 
Izar as “guardian” though it is likely that its name is also derived from the same root as Mizar in Ursa Major, meaning the thigh, 
loin or rider. 

Up at the right hand of Bootes is the star Alkalurops, mu μ Bootis. Alkalurops’ meaning is derived from shepherd’s crook or staff, 
though in the Urania’s Mirror image above it is the hand holding the leashes of Canis Venatici.  Mu is a double-double system 
bright enough to see but narrow enough to need some mirror size to split. 

Moving away from doubles, NGC 5248 is a cool galaxy located about as far south as you can get and still be in Bootes; very 
near Virgo.  It’ s a 6’ oval, 10th but nearly 11th magnitude and considered to be a member of the Virgo Cluster.  I’ve seen terrific 
images of it, but I don’t think I’ve ever searched for it.  NGC 5248 is also Caldwell 45. 

NGC 5466 is also a very interesting character.  It is a 10th magnitude globular of class XII, which means it has no apparent 
central condensation.  NGC 5466 is largish at 11’, somewhat larger than the apparent size of the crater Tycho at 7’.  Still, it will 
be a little bit of a challenge because the light of the stars is so spread out.   

If we move almost as far north into Bootes as we can, we will find our last faint fuzzy.  I chose NGC 5820 because of its extreme 
nature, much like NGC 5466.  NGC 5820 is a class S0 lenticular galaxy. Meaning, I am told, that it is halfway from and elliptical 
to a spiral galaxy. It appears edge on with no arms or dark band.  It’ll be tough, Wikipedia gives its magnitude at 11.98. But, as 
a bonus, you may be able to pick out NGC 5821 in the same field. 

Dark Skies 

Centaurus A (nasa.gov) 
APOD: 2022 March 17 – 
Image Credit & Copyright:  
David Alemazkour   
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Move-Shoot-Move Star Tracker: $200 
 

 
Super portable star tracker, which can also be mounted horizontally for time-lapses.  Excellent condition, 
barely used.  Includes high quality wedge mount and laser pointer to assist with polar alignment.  Manual and 
soft carrying case included.  Tested and functions well.  Requires a USB-C charging cable (not included).  You 
supply your own ball head to attach the camera and your own tripod.  Find additional details at 
https://www.moveshootmove.com/ 

Presale price of $200 plus fees for Contributing Members only. 
Cloudy Nights & Astromart pricing will be $250 plus fees and shipping. 

Paul Krizak, for SDAA,  loanerscopes@sdaa.org 
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For Sale: Celestron C5 with iOptron Cube Pro 
GPS GOTO mount, tripod, and carrying case 

 

 
Absolutely fantastic grab-n-go setup for sale.  Includes everything but eyepieces.  Celestron C5 SCT with clean 
optics.  This is one of the older “black tube” C5s with the StarBright XLT coatings.  The OTA Includes a 1.25” 
visual back and diagonal, as well as a red dot finder and 6x30 crosshair finder.  The mount is an iOptron Cube 
Pro, which has been tested and shown to be in working condition.  The Cube Pro runs on 8x AA batteries or a 
12V DC supply.  The included GoToNova hand controller quickly finds GPS sync and if started up properly in 
the expected “park” position, is a snap to get aligned, so you’re observing right away.  The Celestron carrying 
case is in excellent condition and is heavily padded to protect everything inside.  There’s just enough room to 
hold everything but the tripod inside the case.  Additional photos and information available upon request. 

Presale price of $550 plus fees for Contributing Members only. 
Cloudy Nights & Astromart pricing will be $700 plus fees and shipping. 

Paul Krizak, for SDAA, loanerscopes@sdaa.org 
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For Sale: USB 3.0 Fiber Optic Extender 

 
This is a USB 3.0 (5Gbit/sec) extender that uses fiber optic cable to link the source and destination.  The little 
“thumb drive” looking device plugs into your computer, and the black box at the top right has a female super-
speed USB-A port for your device to plug in.  The transmitter (the thumb-drive looking bit) is powered from 
the computer’s USB port.  The receiver is powered by a DC adapter.  The included spool of fiber optic cable is 
at least 50 feet long, perhaps 100 feet?  I didn’t unspool much of it because I didn’t want to get it all tangled, 
but it’s pretty dang long.  I’ve tested this device with a Skyris 132C USB3 camera on a Windows 10 computer 
and found that it worked well.  It did seem to have some gremlins regarding devices being plugged and 
unplugged, which is pretty typical for early USB 3.0 devices.  I found that once it was set up and working, as 
long as you didn’t start connecting and disconnecting the camera from the receiver box, it would work reliably 
at full speed.  The advantage of using an optical USB extender like this versus an “active USB extension cable” 
is that fiber optics work great between facilities of slightly different voltages.  So, for example if your telescope 
is powered by one circuit and your computer is powered by another, you could get transient voltages (ground 
loop effect) which can introduce problems with the USB protocol.  Fiber avoids this.  Fiber is also much thinner 
and easier to route than a thick USB3 extension cable. 

You can find this exact item for sale on Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0798HHNJV if you 
would like to check reviews and find out more information. Note that the item on Amazon does not come with 
the fiber optic cable; that’s another $50-$75 or so. 

Presale price of $250 plus fees for Contributing Members only. 
Cloudy Nights & Astromart pricing will be $300 plus fees and shipping. 

Paul Krizak, for SDAA, loanerscopes@sdaa.org 
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Register Now for the 2022 Julian StarFest 
 

We’re Back - As the pandemic finally loosens its grip, we look forward to returning to the beautiful 
Menghini Winery for the 2022 Julian StarFest.  Please join us Friday, August 26, to Sunday morning, 
August 28 for this special event. 

On-line registrations for JSF camping and for Palomar Observatory tours can now be made by using this 
link:  https://sdaa28.wildapricot.org/SDAA-Store   Additional links to register and to view detailed 
information for the event can also be found on the SDAA website and  https://www.julianstarfest.com/   

SDAA Members are encouraged to dust off those scopes and attend JSF.  We need your help to ensure 
success for this large SDAA outreach event.  This is the perfect opportunity for us to re-connect with 
fellow members and to share our joy and knowledge of the night sky with those new to astronomy. 

As with past JSF events, there will be plenty of activities for families and astronomers of all experience 
levels, including: 

• The largest FREE public star party in California - held on Saturday night, August 27.  Up to 1500 
people are expected to visit the event between 7:30pm & 10:30pm.  (We need you, your 
expertise, and your scopes!) 

• New moon, dark sky exposure is available to tent and RV campers at night – with solar viewing 
throughout the day (August 26 & 27) 

• Optional behind the scenes tour of the world-famous Palomar Observatory on Saturday morning 
• Woody’s Mobile Observatory 
• Exhibits by major telescope and accessory vendors 
• Food and beverage vendors   
• Astronomy games and crafts for kids 
• Raffle drawing for gifts and astronomy equipment on Saturday afternoon 

 

JSF attendees will also be able to visit the nearby town of Julian, well known for its apple pies, gifts, 
specialty shops and hospitality.  Registration is now open.  We look forward to seeing you at the 2022 
SDAA Julian StarFest! 
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SDAA Contacts
Club Officers and Directors

President   Dave Wood   President@sdaa.org  (858) 735-8808
Vice President       Kin Searcy   VicePresident@sdaa.org  
Recording Secretary  Gene Burch    Recording@sdaa.org  (858) 926-9610
Treasurer      Melany Biendara    Treasurer@sdaa.org  (619) 213-9887
Corresponding Secretary           Alicia Linder     Corresponding@sdaa.org  
Director Alpha   Gracie Schutze   DirectorAlpha@sdaa.org  (619) 857-0088
Director Beta   Mike Chasin     DirectorBeta@sdaa.org  (858) 210-1454
Director Gamma   Dave Decker  DirectorGamma@sdaa.org  (619) 972-1003
Director Delta   Hiro Hakozaki     DirectorDelta@sdaa.org  (858) 869-9507 

Committees
Site Maintenance   Ben Grunbaum   TDS@sdaa.org   
Observatory Director  Ed Rumsey      Observatory@sdaa.org  (858) 722-3846
Private Pads   Mark Smith    Pads@sdaa.org   (858) 484-0540
Outreach   Dave Decker    Outreach@sdaa.org                          (619) 972-1003
N. County Star Parties  -Vacant-    NorthStarParty@sdaa.org  
S. County Star Parties  -Vacant-     SouthStarParty@sdaa.org  
E. County Star Parties  Dave Decker    EastStarParty@sdaa.org  (619) 972-1003
Central County Star Parties Dennis Ammann   CentralStarParty@sdaa.org (619) 247-2457
Camp with the Stars  -Vacant-     CampWiththeStars@sdaa.org 
K.Q. Ranch Coordinator  Dennis Ammann   KQ@sdaa.org   (619) 247-2457
Newsletter   Andrea Kuhl    Newsletter@sdaa.org  (858) 547-9887
New Member Mentor  Dan Kiser       Mentor@sdaa.org  (858) 922-0592
Webmaster	 	 	 Jeff	Stevens	 			 Webmaster@sdaa.org  (858) 566-2261
AISIG    Kevin Linde    AISIG@sdaa.org    
Site Acquisition   -Vacant-                 SecondSite@sdaa.org  
Field Trips   -Vacant-             FieldTrips@sdaa.org  
Grants/Fund Raising  -Vacant-     Grants@sdaa.org   
Julian StarFest                               Dan Kiser                info@julianstarfest.com                  (858) 922-0592  
Merchandising   Gene Burch  Merchandising@sdaa.org  (858) 926-9610
Publicity	 	 	 Jeff	Flynn	 			 Publicity@sdaa.org  (619) 806-6505
Loaner Scopes   Paul Krizak    loanerscopes@sdaa.org    
Governing Documents  TBD
TDS Network   Dave Wood    TDSNet@sdaa.org  (858) 735-8808
Amateur Telescope Making -Vacant- 
ALCOR (Astronomical League Correspondent) Dave Decker   ALCOR@sdaa.org  (619) 972-1003

Have a great new piece of  gear?  Read an astronomy-related book that you think 
others should know about?  How about a photograph of  an SDAA Member in 
action?  Or are you simply tired of  seeing these Boxes in the Newsletter rather 
than something, well, interesting?  

Join the campaign to rid the Newsletter of  little boxes by sharing them with the 
membership.  In return for your efforts, you will get your very own byline or pho-
tograph credit in addition to the undying gratitude of  the Newsletter Editor.  Just 
send your article or picture to Newsletter@SDAA.Org.  

SDAA Editorial Staff
Editor - Andrea Kuhl
newsletter@sdaa.org

Assistant Editor: Craig Ewing
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NASA Night Sky Notes  June 2022 
 

This article is distributed by NASA’s Night Sky Network (NSN). The NSN supports astronomy clubs across the USA 

dedicated to astronomy outreach. Visit nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov to find local clubs, events, and more! 

Solstice Shadows 

David Prosper 

Solstices mark the changing of seasons, occur twice a year, and feature the year’s shortest and longest daylight 

hours - depending on your hemisphere. These extremes in the length of day and night make solstice days more 

noticeable to many observers than the subtle equality of day and night experienced during equinoxes. Solstices were 

some of our earliest astronomical observations, celebrated throughout history via many summer and winter celebrations. 

Solstices occur twice yearly, and in 2022 they arrive on June 21 at 5:13 am EDT (9:13 UTC), and December 21 at 

4:48pm EST (21:48 UTC). The June solstice marks the moment when the Sun is at its northernmost position in relation to 

Earth’s equator, and the December solstice marks its southernmost position. The summer solstice occurs on the day 

when the Sun reaches its highest point at solar noon for regions outside of the tropics, and those observers experience 

the longest amount of daylight for the year. Conversely, during the winter solstice, the Sun is at its lowest point at solar 

noon for the year and observers outside of the tropics experience the least amount of daylight- and the longest night – of 

the year. The June solstice marks the beginning of summer for folks in the Northern Hemisphere and winter for Southern 

Hemisphere folks, and in December the opposite is true, as a result of the tilt of Earth’s axis of rotation. For example, this 

means that the Northern Hemisphere receives more direct light from the Sun than the Southern Hemisphere during the 

June solstice. Earth’s tilt is enough that northern polar regions experience 24-hour sunlight during the June solstice, while 

southern polar regions experience 24-hour night, deep in Earth’s shadow. That same tilt means that the Earth’s polar 

regions also experience a reversal of light and shadow half a year later in December, with 24 hours of night in the north 

and 24 hours of daylight in the south. Depending on how close you are to the poles, these extreme lighting conditions can 

last for many months, their duration deepening the closer you are to the poles. 

While solstice days are very noticeable to observers in mid to high latitudes, that’s not the case for observers in 

the tropics - areas of Earth found between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn. Instead, individuals 

experience two “zero shadow” days per year. On these days, with the sun directly overhead at solar noon, objects cast a 

minimal shadow compared to the rest of the year. If you want to see your own shadow at that moment, you have to jump! 

The exact date for zero shadow days depends on latitude; observers on the Tropic of Cancer (23.5° north of the equator) 

experience a zero shadow day on the June solstice, and observers on the Tropic of Capricorn (23.5° south of the equator) 

get their zero shadow day on December’s solstice. Observers on the equator experience two zero shadow days, being 

exactly in between these two lines of latitude; equatorial zero shadow days fall on the March and September equinoxes. 

There is some serious science that can be done by carefully observing solstice shadows. In approximately 200 

BC, Eratosthenes is said to have observed sunlight shining straight down the shaft of a well during high noon on the 

solstice, near the modern-day Egyptian city of Aswan. Inspired, he compared measurements of solstice shadows between 

that location and measurements taken north, in the city of Alexandria. By calculating the difference in the lengths of these 

shadows, along with the distance between the two cities, Eratosthenes calculated a rough early estimate for the 

circumference of Earth – and also provided further evidence that the Earth is a sphere! 

Are you having difficulty visualizing solstice lighting and geometry? You can build a “Suntrack” model that helps 

demonstrate the path the Sun takes through the sky during the seasons; find instructions at stanford.io/3FY4mBm. You 

can find more fun activities and resources like this model on NASA Wavelength: science.nasa.gov/learners/wavelength. 

And of course, discover the latest NASA science at nasa.gov. 
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NASA Night Sky Notes  June 2022 
 

 

These images from NASA’s DSCOVR mission shows the Sun-facing side of Earth during the December 2018 solstice 

(left) and June 2019 solstice (right). Notice how much of each hemisphere is visible in each photo; December’s solstice 

heavily favors the Southern Hemisphere and shows all of South America and much of Antarctica and the South Pole, but 

only some of North America. June’s solstice, in contrast, heavily favors the Northern Hemisphere and shows the North 

Pole and the entirety of North America, but only some of South America. 

Credit: NASA/DSCOVR EPIC   Source: https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/goddard/2021/summer-solstice-in-the-

northern-hemisphere 
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NASA Night Sky Notes  June 2022 
 

 

A presenter from the San Antonio Astronomy Club in Puerto Rico demonstrating some Earth-Sun geometry to a group 
during a “Zero Shadow Day” event.  As Puerto Rico lies a few degrees south of the Tropic of Cancer, their two zero 
shadow days arrive just a few weeks before and after the June solstice. Globes are a handy and practical way to help 
visualize solstices and equinoxes for large outdoor groups, especially outdoors during sunny days! 
Credit & Source: Juan Velázquez / San Antonio Astronomy Club 
 
Note to Editors: The images attached to March’s “Embracing the Equinox” article can also be used with this article if 
desired, though slight updates to the captions might be desired to change to focus from equinox to solstice. You can find 
the archive at: https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/docs/PartnerArticleMarch2022.zip 
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MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
Send dues and renewals to P.O. Box 23215, San Diego, CA 92193-3215 or renew on-line. The notice that your membership in SDAA will expire is sent by email. Dues 
are $60 for Contributing Memberships; $35 for Basic Membership; $60.00 for Private Pads; $5 for each Family membership. 

AmazonSmile Donations
 

     The SDAA board wants to thank members for using the AmazonSmile donation link as you've helped us raise over $300 in 2020 
at no cost to you. This is three times the amount we received in 2019. Our URL is smile.amazon.com/ch/51-0183640 and, if  you are 
an Amazon user, we hope you will encourage your family to use this option. 

Date Type Sunset Astro. Twi. Moonrise(set) Illumination† Notes
Jun-18 Public 7:59 PM 9:40 PM 12:11 AM 78% Mercury Greatest Western Elongation - Jun 16 (AM)
Jun-25 Member 8:00 PM 9:42 PM 3:43 AM 10%
Jul-23 Public 7:53 PM 9:29 PM 2:22 AM 22%
Jul-30 Member 7:48 PM 9:22 PM (9:25 PM) 5% S. delta Aquariids peak night of Jul 29-30  (ZHR†† 16)
Aug-20 Public 7:27 PM 8:55 PM 1:01 AM 37% Saturn at Opposition on Aug 14
Aug-27 Member 7:19 PM 8:45 PM 7:30 AM 0% Mercury Greatest Eastern Elongation - Aug 27 (PM)
Sep-17 Public 6:51 PM 8:14 PM 11:40 PM 54% Neptune at Opposition on Sep 16
Sep-24 Member 6:42 PM 8:04 PM 6:20 AM 2% Jupiter at Opposition on Sep 26
Oct-15 Public 6:15 PM 7:37 PM 10:21 PM 71% Mercury at Greatest Western Elongation - Oct 8 (AM)
Oct-22 Member 6:07 PM 7:29 PM 5:06 AM 8% Orionids peak night of Oct 20-21  (ZHR†† 20)
Nov-19 Public 4:45 PM 6:11 PM 2:50 AM 21% Leonids peak night of Nov 17-18  (ZHR†† 15)
Nov-26 Member 4:43 PM 6:09 PM (7:31 PM) 12% Thanksgiving Weekend
Dec-17 Public 4:44 PM 6:13 PM 1:34 AM 38% Geminids peak night of Dec 13-14  (ZHR†† 150)
Dec-24 Member 4:48 PM 6:16 PM (6:21:PM) 3% Ursids peak night of Dec 21-22  (ZHR†† 10)

†       Illumination at meridian crossing.
††     Published zenithal hourly rate(s)  ZHR vary widely between sources.

2022 TDS Star Party Schedule

smile.amazon.com/ch/51-0183640

